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Abstract

We propose a new experimental test of lepton universality to take place in Hall
D at Jefferson Lab. The experiment will measure concurrently the Bethe-Heitler
reactions, γp→ µ+µ−p and γp→ e+e−p, as a function of t down to t

min
∼ 4.4×10−4.

This will allow the proton electric form-factor to be separately measured using both
electron and muon probes down to this very low momentum transfer. This would
be only the second experiment to do precision muon scattering from a proton at low
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momentum transfer, after the MUSE experiment, and this experiment would extend
to significantly lower momentum transfer. Effects due to two-photon exchange are
diminished in the Bethe-Heitler process since both charges scatter from the proton.

This experiment will require a new active hydrogen target in order to achieve its
goals. This target is necessary in order to precisely measure the very low momentum
transferred to the proton in a way that is identical for both the muon and electron
final states. The baseline design of the target is a 1 m long transverse time-projection
chamber (TPC) filled with 5 atmospheres of hydrogen gas. Such a target is feasible
and is discussed in some detail in this proposal. The experiment would also rely on
the new muon detector being built for the Charged Pion Polarizability experiment.

This proposal demonstrates that, assuming 100% acceptance and efficiency, data
from 30 days of beam time would be able to confirm or refute, with high statistical
significance, the hypothesis that the muon perceives a proton charge radius which
is 0.04 fm smaller than that perceived by the electron. Detailed simulations are
underway to determine the exact acceptance and efficiency in order to demonstrate
that potential systematic effects can be controlled.
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1 Introduction

The proton radius puzzle describes the fact that the proton charge radius, measured
using different techniques, disagrees to high significance. The charge radius of the
proton is a fundamental property of the proton and has been measured using two
general techniques and two probes. In particular, extractions have been done for
electron scattering from the proton, the Lamb shift in muonic hydrogen, and the
Lamb shift in normal atomic hydrogen. To date, the proton radius has not been
extracted in muon scattering from a proton, since existing data have too high a
momentum transfer and large uncertainties.

While there are many possible explanations for the proton radius effect (including
experimental error) there exists the intriguing possibility that it is due to a violation
of lepton universality. That is, the muon appears to see a different proton radius
because of some fundamental difference between the muon and the electron, other
than the mass. This could be, for example, a new interaction or particle that couples
to muons and electrons differently. The confirmation that muons do indeed perceive
a different charge radius for the proton would be important evidence for physics
beyond our current understanding.

The puzzle is now 5 years old and there is much that is being done to try to find
a resolution of the discrepancy. New measurements of the Lamb shift hydrogen have
been performed and the data analysis is underway. The existing electron scattering
data is undergoing an extensive set of different analyses by different groups. The
PRad Experiment is currently taking data in Hall B at Jefferson Lab. It aims
to significantly improve the proton radius extracted through electron scattering by
measuring to much lower momentum transfer and using simultaneous measurement
of Moller scattering to do absolute normalization. The MUSE Experiment [1], has
been approved at the Paul Scherrer Institute to do a simultaneous measurement of
the proton radius through muon and electron scattering in the same experiment.

Here we propose to measure the proton form factor with muonic and electronic
probes using Bethe-Heitler pair-production from a photon beam. These form fac-
tor measurements would share a common determination of the momentum transfer,
t, allowing an identical extraction of the proton radius in both electron scattering
and muon scattering separately, with systematics that are different to existing and
other planned measurements. This comparison will test whether a violation in lep-
ton universality is responsible for the apparently different size of the proton. This
measurement is complementary to the existing efforts, allowing an independent test
using a different technique and extending to lower momentum transfer.

This experiment requires an active hydrogen target—a combined hydrogen target
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and detector that can be used to detect very low energy protons recoiling in the
scattering from high energy photons. Such a target will track very low momentum
recoil protons continuously from the initial interaction until they are stopped by the
gas, allowing the momentum to be determined from the distance traveled. This type
of target is possible with a photon beam since there is no need to have any insensitive
regions directly along the beam path, as would be the case with an electron beam to
avoid Moller events.

Section 2 presents the motivation for this new experiment, describing the proton
radius puzzle and the potential for a violation of lepton universality between electron
and muons. Section 3 describes the experiment itself, including a possible design
for a new active hydrogen target that would meet the required specifications and
demonstrating that it is feasible, in Section 3.4, and an estimation of the luminosity
and rates for the experiment, in Section 3.5. Section 4 describes the data analysis
that will be followed and the expected results. Backgrounds that need to be taken
into account are also discussed.

2 Motivation

2.1 Proton Radius Puzzle

There exists a large discrepancy between the charge radius of the proton extracted
using different measurement techniques. In the most precise result, measurements
of the Lamb shift in muonic hydrogen have determined a value of 0.84087 ± 0.00039
fm [2, 3] which is 4%, or 7σ from the CODATA value of 0.8775 ± 0.0051 fm [4].
The CODATA value is composed of Lamb shift measurements in atomic electronic
hydrogen, giving a value of 0.8758± 0.0077 fm, and an analysis of ep elastic scattering
data, giving 0.895 ± 0.018 fm [5].

The mean-square value of the radius is given by the slope of the electric form
factor, GE, in the limit of zero momentum transfer to the proton,

r2p ≡ −6
dGE

dQ2

∣∣∣∣
Q2=0

(1)

where Q2 = −q2 = −t is the negative of the square of the four-momentum transferred
to the proton. This definition of the radius is appropriate both for scattering and in
the atomic energy levels.

Unfortunately, the proton radius extracted from electron scattering experiments
shows a strong dependence on the method used to extrapolate from the low Q2 data
to the slope at Q2 = 0. The difficulty is in simultaneously dealing with large absolute
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normalization uncertainties and the relatively unconstrained shape at small Q2. Fig-
ure 1 shows the value of the radius extracted versus time for the various techniques.
Recent re-analyses of ep scattering data (not shown in Fig. 1) have extracted values
consistant with the muonic hydrogen result [6, 7]. These analyses use the O(Q2)
Taylor expansion for GE applied to the 1974 Saskatoon and 1980 Mainz data [6]
and the 2010 MAMI data [7]. This approach has attracted some criticism [8]. How-
ever, even neglecting the ep scattering data still leaves a 4.4σ discrepancy between
measurements of the Lamb shift in muonic and electronic hydrogen, Fig 2.
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Figure 1
Proton radius determinations over time. Electronic measurements seem to settle around rp = 0.88 fm,
whereas the muonic hydrogen value (1) is 0.84 fm. (Left to right) Values from Orsay (10), Stanford (11),
Saskatoon (12, 13), and Mainz (14) (all in blue) are early electron scattering measurements. Recent scattering
measurements are from MAMI (4) and JLab (32). The green points denote various reanalyses of the world
electron scattering data ( from left to right: References 18, 39, 25, 15, 38, and 41). The red symbols represent
data originating from laser spectroscopy of atomic hydrogen and advances in hydrogen QED theory (see
Reference 3 and references therein). The world data from both electron scattering and hydrogen and
deuterium spectroscopy have determined the value of rp in the CODATA adjustments (3, 16) since the 2002
edition.

transition in hydrogen has been measured with an accuracy of four parts in 1015 (20). Other
transitions, especially the two-photon transitions between the metastable 2S state and the 8S,D
(21) or 12D (22) state, have been measured with accuracies around one part in 1011. For a review
of the relevant transition frequencies in hydrogen and deuterium, see Reference 3.

QED describes the energy levels of hydrogen with extraordinary accuracy. The test of QED
that uses measured transition frequencies in hydrogen is limited by two input parameters required
in QED calculations, namely the Rydberg constant, R∞, and the root-mean-square proton radius,
rp . Thus, one can either supply any of these two numbers from a source other than hydrogen
spectroscopy (such as rp from elastic electron–proton scattering or muonic hydrogen), and then
test the correctness of QED, or use QED to extract the fundamental constants R∞ and rp .

Somewhat simplified, the energies of S-states in hydrogen are given by

E(nS) ≃ − R∞

n2 + L1S

n3 , 4.

where n is the principal quantum number and L1S denotes the Lamb shift of the 1S ground state,
which is given by QED and contains the effect of the proton charge radius, rp. Numerically,
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Figure 1: Proton radius determinations over time. Figure from Ref. [9]

The possible explanations for the radius puzzle are [9]: electronic hydrogen exper-
iments are less accurate than stated; QED calculations are less accurate than stated;
two-photon exchange due to proton polarizability is incorrect; or some physics, be-
yond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, causes the electron and the muon
to have different interactions with the proton. Investigations into the puzzle sur-
rounding this fundamental observable must continue.

2.2 Lepton Universality

There are tantalizing hints of a violation of lepton universality in existing data.
The muon g − 2 value is more than 3 standard deviations different from the SM
expectation. As a percentage, this difference is small compared to the proton radius
disagreement and fine tuning is needed in models to explain both. Importantly,
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Figure 2
Proton charge radii, rp, obtained from hydrogen spectroscopy. According to Equation 4, rp can best be
extracted from a combination of the 1S–2S transition frequency (20) and one of the 2S–8S,D/12D transitions
(21, 22). The value from muonic hydrogen (1, 2) is shown with its error bar (red line).

L1S ≃ (8,172 + 1.56 r2
p ) MHz when rp is expressed in femtometers, so the finite size effect on the

1S level in hydrogen is ∼1.2 MHz.
The different n dependence of the two terms in Equation 4 permits the determination of

both the Rydberg constant and the proton radius from at least two transition frequencies in
hydrogen. Ideally, one uses the most accurately measured 1S–2S transition (20) and one of the
2S–8S,D/12D transitions (21, 22). The former contains the maximal 1S Lamb shift, L1S, and
therefore is maximally sensitive to the proton radius. The latter contain only smaller Lamb shift
contributions due to the 1/n3 scaling in Equation 4 and, thus, determine the Rydberg constant.
Figure 2 shows the difference values of the proton radius obtained by combining the 1S–2S
transition and each of the other precisely measured transitions in hydrogen. In addition, it contains
three values of the proton radius obtained from a direct measurement of the 2S–2P transitions in
hydrogen. These transitions are not sensitive to the Rydberg constant.

Figure 2 shows that all proton radius values from hydrogen favor a larger proton radius around
0.88 fm. Still, half of the individual proton radius values agree with the muonic hydrogen value of
0.84 fm at the level of 1 σ . Only the 2S–8D5/2 transition (21) disagrees with the muonic proton
radius value at the level of 3 σ . The discrepancy between the combined value from hydrogen, as
obtained in the elaborate CODATA adjustment of the fundamental constants (3), and the muonic
hydrogen value is ∼4.4 σ .

2.2. Elastic Electron–Proton Scattering
Elastic electron scattering has been used to measure the electromagnetic structure of nucleons and
nuclei for ∼60 years and has been the subject of reviews for almost as long (23, 24). For the proton
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Figure 2: Proton radius extracted from transitions between various energy levels in
atomic hydrogen compared to the result for muonic hydrogen, plotted in red with
uncertainty. Taken together there is a 4.4σ discrepancy between the muonic and
electronic radii. Figure from Ref. [9]

while the proton radius puzzle remains, the theoretical corrections to (g − 2)µ may
be in doubt [10]. It has been difficult to construct models which explain the proton
radius puzzle and the muon g−2 anomaly because lepton universality has been very
well tested. Constraints from K-decay, measurements of the hyperfine splitting in
muonium and muonic hydrogen, and the search for missing particles in Υ and J/ψ
decays, amongst others, serve to limit the possible masses for new particles, with low
masses favored [10].

There is now quite a significant difference from the Standard Model in semi-
leptonic B decays, appearing to violate lepton universality. Three experiments have
made measurements of the semi-leptonic decay of B mesons into D or D∗ mesons.
The BABAR experiment found that the ratios R(D) = B(B → Dτ−ντ )/B(B →
D`−ν`) and R(D∗) = B(B → D∗τ−ντ )/B(B → D∗`−ν`), where ` refers to either an
electron or muon, exceed the Standard Model expectations by 2.0σ and 2.7σ, respec-
tively. Taken together, this is a 3.4σ disagreement [11, 12]. The LHCb experiment
has, to a certain extent, confirmed the BABAR result, measuring the ratio of branch-
ing fractions B(B̄0 → D∗+τ−ν̄τ ) and B(B̄0 → D∗+µ−ν̄µ) to be 2.1σ greater than the
SM expectation [13]. The BELLE experiment also pulls in the same direction [14].
The Heavy Flavor Averaging Group finds a combined difference from the Standard
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Model, for all these results, of 3.9σ [15], summarized in Figure 3. In addition, The
LHCb experiment has measured the branching fractions of the B+ → K+µ+µ− and
B+ → K+e+e− and found the ratio to be 2.6 standard deviations from the SM
value [16].
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R
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Figure 3: Measurements of the ratio of semi-leptonic B decay to different lepton
flavors (see text.) The combined difference from the Standard Model is 3.9σ. Figure
from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group [15].

3 Description of Experiment

3.1 Introduction

The possibility that a violation in lepton universality is causing the proton radius
puzzle can be directly tested by scattering muons and electrons from the proton in
the same experiment. As mentioned previously, the MUSE experiment will perform
direct scattering of separate muon and electron beams off the proton in the same
experiment.

In this experiment, the proton form factor will be measured simultaneously using
electronic and muonic probes, for 4.4×10−4 < t < 0.3 , through the Bethe-Heitler
process illustrated in Fig. 4. This will allow the direct comparison of the µ+µ−

production rate to the e+e− production rate, a test of lepton universality [17], and
independent extraction of the proton radius for both muon and electron probes by,
for example, using an analysis similar to those recently published [6, 7].
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Both MUSE and Bethe-Heitler methods are attractive because measuring muons
and electrons at the same time, in the same apparatus, allows a comparison that
has many potential systematic effects cancel. The use of both methods will provide
independent measurements of this important quantity with distinctly different sys-
tematic uncertainties. In contrast to the direct scattering method, the Bethe-Heitler
production of lepton pairs from photons has a beam that is identical, and a measure-
ment of the momentum transfer that is identical, for both processes. In addition, the
experiment proposed here will extend to lower momentum transfer than the MUSE
experiment.

3.2 Bethe-Heitler Process

The Bethe-Heitler pair-production process is depicted in Fig 4. The cross section for
this process is given by

dσ
BH

dtdM2
ll

=
α3

(s−M2)2
4β

t2(M2
ll − t)4

1

1 + τ
× (CEG

2
E + CMτG

2
M) (2)

where M2
ll is the squared invariant mass of the lepton pair, s = (γ + p)2 and t =

(p − p′)2 are the Mandelstam invariants, M is the proton mass, α ≡ e2/4π, β ≡√
1− 4m2/M2

ll with m the lepton mass, and τ ≡ −t/4M2. CE and CM are complex

kinematic coefficients given in Ref. [17]. G2
E and G2

M are the proton electric and
magnetic form factors, allowing access to the charge radius through Equation 1.

t

γ

p p′

µ, e

µ, e

Figure 4: Feynman diagram for Bethe-Heitler pair production off a proton, t is the
4-momentum transferred to the proton, −t = Q2 in electron scattering.

Figure 5 shows the Bethe-Heitler cross section for muons and electrons as a func-
tion of t for various M2

ll. The cross section falls extremely rapidly with increasing mo-
mentum transfer. The lower the energy of protons that can be detected, the higher
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Figure 5: Curves to illustrate the cross section for the production of Bethe-Heitler
pairs, differential in t and M2

ll, for a photon beam of 6 GeV. Analytic expressions
obtained from Ref. [17]. The kinematic minimum for the production of muon pairs
is M2

µµ > 4.47 × 10−2 GeV2, while for electron pairs it is M2
ee > 1.04 × 10−6 GeV2.

The kinematic minimum in t depends on M2
ll.

the rate of Bethe-Heitler pairs and the shorter the required beam time. Figure 6
shows the total Bethe-Heitler cross section as a function of the minimum observable
proton momentum (the differential cross section of Fig. 5 has been integrated over
all M2

ll and over t from a t
min

which corresponds to the displayed P
min

).

3.3 Experimental Setup

We propose a simultaneous measurement of the production of e+e− and µ+µ− pairs
in Hall D at Jefferson Lab where there is a high energy photon beam and detector
package optimized for high luminosity running. A tagged photon beam of the highest
achievable brightness will be incident on a novel active hydrogen target, operated as
a time-projection-chamber (TPC).The recoil proton will be detected down to low
momentum using the active target.

There are 2 possibilities for the setup of the experiment. A solenoid setup is
proposed, in which the active target would be placed in the location of the current
GlueX target, within the bore of the solenoid magnet and the Bethe-Heitler leptons
and scattered proton would be momentum analyzed in the solenoid field. A dipole
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Figure 6: The total cross-section for Bethe-Heitler production of µ+µ− and e+e−

pairs as a function of the minimum proton momentum used in the integral, P
min

.
The ability to detect lower momentum protons significantly increases the total cross-
section for e+e− pairs, less so for µ+µ− pairs.

setup is a potential backup, the active target could be placed within a new solenoid
placed upstream of the pair-spectrometer dipole magnet. The protons would be
analyzed by the solenoid and the leptons would be analyzed by the dipole.

The baseline design is the solenoid setup. Here the electron or muon pair will be
tracked through the existing Forward Drift Chamber (FDC), Time Of Flight (TOF)
and Forward Calorimeter (FCAL) detectors. Information on the existing apparatus
in Hall D can be found in the GlueX proposal [18]. Electrons will be identified using
E/P considerations in the FCAL. Muons will be identified using a new muon detector
to be installed in Hall D, downstream of the FCAL, for the Charge Pion Polarizability
(CPP) experiment [19]. Low momentum protons, up to P ∼ 56 MeV/c, would be
contained within the target. Higher momentum protons would be measured through
curvature and in the surrounding Central Drift Chamber (CDC), with effectively no
maximum detectable proton momentum. This uses existing equipment except for
the active target and the new muon detector.

The dipole setup would provide higher acceptance and better resolution in the
detection of the leptons but would require significant new equipment. The UVA
solenoid magnet that will be used for the approved TDIS experiment would also be
used for the target here. It is 1.5 m long, has a 40 cm bore and up to 4 Tesla field.
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A 35 cm diameter target will fit within the magnet and will contain protons with
momentum up to 80 MeV (equivalent to −t = 0.0064 GeV2/c2) and measure proton
momentum up to 1.4 GeV/c through curvature.

In both cases, protons will be identified through their energy loss in the active
target, which is approximately 50 times minimum ionizing. The detection of all
the final state particles makes the reaction kinematically complete, allowing the
conservation of 4 momentum to be used to improve resolution.

3.4 Active Hydrogen Target Design

The intention with a new active hydrogen target is to push the detection of the
recoiling proton down to the very lowest possible values of momentum. Doing this
decreases the length of extrapolation required to the zero momentum limit and in-
creases statistics. This also helps with background since both inelastic interactions
such as time-like Compton scattering and contributions from the proton magnetic
form factor decrease with momentum transfer.

The lowest momentum spectator tagging system successfully implemented at
JLab was for the BoNuS experiment, which studied quasi-free neutrons by selecting
very low momentum spectator protons from a deuterium target. The apparatus was
able to detect protons, down to 70 MeV/c, using a radial TPC [20]. A narrow kap-
ton straw contained 7 atmospheres of deuterium gas. The target was surrounded by
helium gas at atmosphere, and then by the TPC which had a thin entrance window
and a drift gas of helium and dimethyl ether (DME) at atmosphere. Future JLab
experiments, such as a higher energy version of BoNuS (BoNuS12) and Tagged Deep
Inelastic Scattering (TDIS), will use similar tagging detectors to detect low energy
protons and other nuclear fragment spectators. The precise geometry and design
of these systems depend crucially on the physics of interest and on their eventual
location. The BoNuS12 detector is very similar to BoNuS, and features a number of
improvements, but will still have a limit of 70 MeV/c because the protons must still
travel through the high-density target gas and windows before detection.

With an active target the minimum momentum is much lower because the whole
volume is sensitive and the proton is detected from the initial interaction until the
end of the track. The length of the track is used to determine the proton momentum
down to the lowest momentum protons while curvature is used for higher momentum
protons that escape the target.

Here we consider the solenoid setup where the active target is installed in the
bore of the solenoid magnet. In this case it would likely be a cylindrical shape, to
fit into the 18 cm diameter aperture of the Central Drift Chamber, with a length
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of up to 1 meter, in order to maximize rate. The length is limited by the desire to
have a lepton pair that is created at the upstream end of the target, remain within
the radius of the TPC and through the downstream face. The baseline design is a
1 meter long hydrogen TPC at 5 atmospheres of pressure, Figure 7. This gives a
total areal density presented to the beam of 2.7×1022 cm−2, which is about 50 times
smaller that the 30 cm long liquid hydrogen target of GlueX.

The final design of this TPC will be a somewhat complex interplay between the
various factors that influence the experiment which will have to be optimized with
careful simulation. For example, an increase in the target and detector density would
increase the experiment luminosity, but it would increase the cost and complexity
of dealing with the high pressure vessel and also decrease the track length of a low
momentum proton making it more difficult to detect and measure its momentum and
possibly increasing the minimum accessible momentum. The luminosity can also be
increased by increasing the length of the target but this directly increases the cost
and difficulty of the project.

3.4.1 Feasibility

Hydrogen can be a difficult gas to use for gaseous detectors. It has a low breakdown
voltage and does not “quench” ultraviolet photons which may be produced from
avalanche processes during the gas amplification stage at GEM foils or anode wires.
Such photons may travel a long distance and generate new charges interacting with
metallic surfaces [21]. Hydrogen also has a low drift velocity [22], which is relevant
at high rates.

Despite these difficulties, a number of hydrogen active-targets have been suc-
cessfully operated. The IKAR TCP [23], developed in Gatchina, was used in the
Coulomb interference experiments WA9 and NA8 at CERN [24]. The MAYA active
target was used to study exotic beams interacting with light nuclear targets [25, 26].
Active targets were also used in a series of experiments studying muon catalyzed
fusion (µCF) [27]. All of these targets operated in ionization mode without gas
amplification.

The E612 experiment at Fermilab operated a 15 atmosphere hydrogen gas TPC,
as an active target, in a high energy photon beam, 75 < Eγ < 148 GeV, to measure
the diffractive dissociation of photons on hydrogen [28, 22, 29]. They found that
gains of 2 − 5 × 104 could be achieved, before the onset of self-sustained discharge,
independent of pressure and sense wire diameter. In this target, the ionization was
drifted in the axial (beam) direction and detected by a set of concentric octagonal
sense wires.
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The MuCap experiment has demonstrated the successful operation of an active-
target TPC with gas amplification in ultra-prue hydrogen [30, 21]. They operated a
Multi Wire Proportional Chamber (MWPC) at 10 atmospheres, demonstrating gas
gains up to 5000, although it was routinely operated with a gain of 125. The sensitive
volume was (15 × 12 × 30) cm3. The ionization was drifted downwards, transverse
to the beam direction, where it was collected on wires with 4.0 mm wire spacing in
the x and z directions, and timing resolution of 1.1 mm in the y direction. The drift
field was produced with ∼ 30 kV and the gas amplification achieved with voltage
∼ 5.5 kV.

3.4.2 Transverse Drift Geometry

The most attractive design is a transverse-drift TPC, Fig 7. In this case, the drift
distance will be about 11 cm, given by the width of the apparatus which has to fit
into the CDC aperture.

100cm

HV: High Voltage Plane
GEM: Amplification and readout planes
Electric field direction

HV

HV GEM

GEM

Transverse-Drift Time-Projection-Chamber

Front viewTop view

Pressure vessel

11cm 16cm

Side view: strip readout plane

Figure 7: Schematic view of the proposed active target, baseline design.

This configuration, with a potential difference of 10 kV across a 11 cm drift
distance, would give a small, but reasonable, reduced field E/p ∼ 0.24 V/cm/torr
at 5 atmospheres. The drift velocity for hydrogen at that reduced field is about
3.5×105 cm/s, from the parametrization of the TREAD group [29, 22], which agrees
well with values calculated by the Magboltz and Garfield simulations [21]. This gives
a typical drift time of 16 µs.
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This design has a number of advantages compared to either radial or axial drift
TPCs. The drift distance is necessarily short and allows the use of a relatively low
voltage in order to drift the gas. The active target may be of arbitrary length. Since
the charge does not drift along the beam, the potential for ambiguity is reduced.

The transverse drift design has a large surface area of readout that needs to be
instrumented, requiring more readout channels. Due to the perpendicular electric
and magnetic fields, the drift direction will have a Lorentz angle with respect to the
electric field direction. This is expected to be manageable size and not significantly
impact the size of the active area.

3.4.3 Readout and Resolution

The ionization left by the recoil protons will need to be amplified and read out. This
could be done using 3 layers of gas electron multiplier (GEM) foils prior to being
collected on a readout plane.

An attractive option for the electronics is the 64-channel, pipelined DREAM
(Dead-timeless Readout Electronics ASIC for Micromegas) chip [31], which was de-
signed for use in CLAS12. The chip collects the charge, amplifies and filters it, then
discriminates the pulse and stores the analog signal in a buffer. If a readout is trig-
gered, the sampled signals are read-out asynchronously without stopping the analog
storage process allowing “deadtime free” operation.

Two effects that limit the resolution when using the range to determine the mo-
mentum are straggling and diffusion. The straggling, or statistical variation in range
for particles of the same energy, is relatively small for protons propagating through
5 atmospheres of hydrogen gas. The straggling distributions were determined using
SRIM [32] and found to change from 30 µm for 1 mm tracks to 550 µm for 5 cm
tracks. Diffusion is a little more difficult to estimate. The TREAD group found
diffusion in hydrogen gas at 15 atmospheres started at about 120 µm and increased
slowly with drift distance as 22 µm·cm−

1
2 [22]. The intrinsic resolution for millimeter

length tracks is thus below 200 µm.
In this device we will therefore aim for a resolution in the readout of 200 µm

using a strip readout. A pair of stereoscopic strip planes, with a strip pitch of
0.2 mm, oriented at 45 degrees to the vertical, would require about 10,000 channels
to instrument. BoNuS12 plans to use a pixel readout with 2.5×4 mm pixels arranged
with 100 pixels in Z, and 200 pixels around the azimuth. These 20,000 channels would
have a significantly coarser resolution, but are required to deal with their greater
rate [33]. Considering the low rates, if necessary the number of channels could be
reduced using a multiplexing technique. With a drift velocity of 3.5 × 105 cm/s
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obtaining 200 µm resolution in the drift direction will require timing resolution of
57 ns. This is attainable using the DREAM chip, which has a minimum sampling
period of 50 ns. Achieving 200 µm resolution will allow observation of proton tracks
that are 2 mm long.

Using SRIM or the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s PSTAR
program [34], which calculate stopping power and range tables for protons in various
materials, a 2 mm track corresponds to a proton of 21 MeV/c.
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Figure 8: Relationship between the magnitude of the 4-momentum transferred to a
proton at rest and the magnitude of its resulting momentum.

The 4-momentum transferred to the proton, t, is directly related to the magnitude
of the proton 3-momentum through P =

√
(Mp − t

2Mp
)2 −M2

p . Figure 8 gives a

graphical representation of this relationship. The 21 MeV/c momentum corresponds
to a 4-momentum transfer of 4.4×10−4 GeV2/c2. Table 1 shows the minimum 4-
momentum achievable in various experiments.

3.5 Luminosity and Rates

The photon beam is produced by coherent bremsstrahlung on a thin diamond wafer.
The diamond has its lattice carefully oriented with respect to the beam direction in
order to enhance the production of photons at a particular energy. This procedure
produces a peak of photons that are linearly polarized, the coherent part, and a
continuum of unpolarized photons with the usual bremsstrahlung 1/E spectrum, see
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Experiment year t
min

(×10−3 GeV2/c2) P
min

(MeV/c) Reference
MAMI 2010 3.8 62 Ref.[35]
Mainz 1980 5.1 71 Ref.[36]
Saskatoon 1974 5.8 76 Ref.[37]
MUSE — 1.5 39 Ref.[1]
PRad — 0.2 13 Ref.[38]
This proposal — 0.44 21 Sec. 3.4

Table 1: The t
min

, and corresponding P
min

, achieved or expected for existing and
future scattering measurements of the proton radius.

Fig. 9a) for example. The coherent photons have a narrower angular spread than the
incoherent photons and thus they may be enriched through collimation. The energy
of each photon may be deduced by detecting the electron that radiated it. The pro-
duction of the photons is done in a separate experimental hall, 75 m upstream of Hall
D, giving the photons a long distance to travel to aid in the collimation. The electron
beam is bent in the Tagger Magnet before entering the beam dump—electrons that
have lost energy to photon radiation are bent more and impact detectors to the side
of the magnet.

The limit to the flux of tagged photons in Hall D is the ability of the tagger detec-
tors to handle the rate of scattered electrons in order to tag the beam. The tagger is
instrumented with a high granularity tagging detector, called the Microscope, which
captures the rate in the coherent peak, and lower granularity hodoscopes outside of
this region.

The Microscope is believed to be able to handle an electron rate of 500 MHz be-
fore the rate induces gain sagging and pileup. If the photon beam is collimated before
reaching the target this decreases the photons available for the experiment. The num-
ber of available photons can be increased by increasing the size of the collimator hole
or by lowering the energy of the coherent peak, which enriches the coherent fraction
of the beam and increases the fraction passing the collimator. Changing the energy
of the coherent photons is achieved by reorienting the diamond radiator and moving
the Microscope to the appropriate position along the tagger magnet. Lowering the
energy of the coherent photons increases the efficiency of the coherent production
mechanism, boosting the number of coherent photons compared to incoherent pho-
tons significantly and increasing the linear polarization of the beam. Increasing the
collimator diameter increases the number of photons that make it to the experiment.
Figure 9 shows the spectrum of photons at the target with the radiator set to produce
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(a) The spectrum of photons that make it to the
target.

(b) The average linear polarization of photons that
make it to the target.

(c) The fraction of produced photons that make it
to the target

Figure 9: Expectations for a photon beam from 500 nA of electron beam, a 20 µm
thick oriented diamond and the 5 mm collimator [39].
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6 GeV coherent photons and the 5 mm collimator in position [39].

The 500 MHz microscope rate, with a 6 GeV coherent peak, would be achieved
with 500 nA of beam and a 20 µm thick diamond. Using the 5 mm collimator, there
is a 60% probability that photons in the coherent part will make it to the experiment,
a 300 MHz photon rate in the peak. The average polarization of this part of the beam
would be > 60%. In addition, another 100 MHz of tagged photons between 6 GeV
and the endpoint at 12 GeV should make it to the target in this configuration. This
allows a total tagged photon rate of 400 MHz.

Given the baseline target thickness, 2.7 × 1022 cm−2 (Sec. 3.4), and 400 MHz
beam, this gives a luminosity of 1.1 × 10−2 nb−1s−1. A data taking period of 30
days in such a configuration would give an integrated luminosity of 2.8 × 104 nb−1.
Using a total cross sections of σµµ = 53 nb and σee = 8.2 µb, corresponding to P

min

= 21 MeV/c in Figure 6, gives 1.8 million µ+µ− pair events and 82 million e+e− pair
events. This does not include effects due to finite acceptance and efficiency of the
detectors, which would need to be simulated using a model of the full detector.

The total cross section for production of hadrons with multi-GeV photons is
∼ 120 µb [40], which gives a rate of 1.3 kHz. The total Bethe-Heitler cross section
for e+e− pair production of ∼13 mb gives a rate of 140 kHz. This is the signal of
this experiment, but the majority of this rate will not be accessible to the active
target since the protons will have too little energy to leave appreciable ionization in
the gas and the e+e− pairs themselves will leave only lightly ionizing tracks. The
rate of ionized tracks with dE/dX corresponding to a proton is thus quite low. See
Sec. 3.5 for a discussion of the luminosity used to get these rates. With a rate of
140 kHz and the average drift time of 16 µs there are an average of 2.2 tracks drifting
simultaneously within the target.

4 Expected Results

4.1 Analysis Strategy

In this experiment the best analysis seems to be to determine the proton radius
separately for e+e− and µ+µ− production and then compare them. In this way the
most systematic benefit is obtained. Others have proposed a different experimental
strategy that requires only detection of the proton, but it turns out to be quite
difficult to achieve the same precision with this strategy. This is discussed in more
detail below.
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4.1.1 Proton only rate comparison

This strategy was proposed in Ref. [17], where it is discussed in some detail. The
idea is to make the measurement by detecting only the proton. Detecting the proton
momentum and polar lab angle allows both t and M2

ll to be determined, assuming
that you know that a Bethe-Heitler event took place. Other processes can be avoided
by restricting the analysis to a region between π0 production at M2

ll ∼ 0.018 GeV2/c2

and the ππ production threshold at M2
ll ∼ 0.078 GeV2/c2. The µ+µ− production

threshold occurs within this range at M2
ll ∼ 0.045 GeV2/c2. The analysis then

proceeds by comparing the e+e− rate in the low region 0.018 < M2
ll < 0.045 to the

e+e− + µ+µ− rate in a high region 0.045 < M2
ll < 0.078 in bins of t.

The advantages of this strategy are that Bethe-Heitler events in which both of the
leptons travel down the beam pipe can still be analyzed, which increases statistics.
In fact, no lepton detection is required but directly detecting some of the lepton pairs
would be desirable since it allows verification of the technique for fully reconstructed
events. The proton angle would need to be reconstructed to sufficient precision to
determine M2

ll well but this should not present major difficulty.
This strategy has the significant additional challenge of needing an experimental

trigger that recognizes the proton recoil events of interest using signals only from
the proton target itself. This would be quite a demanding requirement on the active
target readout electronics and trigger system.

The analysis inflates the uncertainty because it relies on subtracting one large
number from another. Given that the e+e− cross section is about 10 times larger
than the µ+µ− cross section—a determination of σ(e+e−) and σ(e+e−+µ+µ−), both
to a statistical precision of 1% would lead to statistical precision of about 15% on

Rµ/e ≡ σ(e+e−+µ+µ−)
σ(e+e−)

− 1, the most useful quantity for comparison to theory. The

size of the proton radius effect on Rµ/e is 2% at −t = 0.02 GeV2/c2 Ref. [17], which
therefore requires a precision of 0.013% on σ(e+e−) and σ(e+e− + µ+µ−) to make a
5σ measurement.

Thus it can be seen that this strategy is extremely challenging.

4.1.2 Proton radius comparison

In this strategy, the proton radius is separately determined for e+e− and µ+µ−

production and the two radii are then compared. It requires the separate detection
of e+e− and µ+µ− pairs along with the detection of the proton. The experiment
would be triggered on the leptons.

Precise normalization of the cross section is not required, since only the slope
of the form-factor is relevant and an overall scale factor can be applied in the fit.
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Determining the t-slope correctly does require an acceptance and efficiency that is
constant as a function of t (or changes in a well known way), but only for each lepton
species separately. It is not required that the apparatus has the same acceptance and
efficiency for e+e− as for µ+µ−. This can be achieved by restricting the kinematics
such that the data for each bin in t has the same detection region.

This approach is attractive as it will be only the second determination of the
proton radius using a muon probe and would extend to significantly lower momentum
transfer than the MUSE experiment, thus decreasing the extent of extrapolation
required. The radius is extracted by doing a fit to the data, but there is currently
some debate on the best procedure for doing this [6, 7, 8]. In terms of extracting
the radius itself, the analysis will follow the best practices in the literature at the
time the analysis is done. However, since the aim of the experiment is primarily to
compare muons and electrons, it should be sufficient to apply the same procedure to
both.

Figure 10 shows the statistical error on the e+e− and µ+µ− pairs, with the same
bins, compared to the potential size of the proton radius discrepancy, given the
baseline design of 30 days of 400 MHz photons, a 1 m long, 5 atmosphere hydrogen-
target, and 100% experimental acceptance and efficiency. The difference in cross
section, from a violation of lepton universality, cannot be determined in a model
independent way, so it is convenient to use the two different measured proton radii
to estimate the size of the effect. A linear approximation to the form factor, GE =
1 − Q2r2/6, is used to estimate the cross section for two proton radii, 0.88 fm and
0.84 fm. The ratio of the cross section for the two radii gives the size of the potential
effect—by −t ∼ 0, 015 GeV2/c2 it is 1%. Care is needed in the interpretation since
this linear approximation is only appropriate at low momentum transfer. The binning
in t in the figures is such that no bin width corresponds to a difference of proton
range that is less than 1 mm. Figure 11 shows the expected statistical uncertainties
from MUSE, for comparison.

A linear fit to the e+e− data in Figure 10(a) is able to distinguish between a proton
radius of 0.88 fm and 0.84 fm to extremely high significance (30σ), considering only
data with −t < 0.03 GeV2/c2. Due to the decreased statistics, a linear fit to µ+µ−

data in Figure 10(b), in the same t range, has only a 5σ sensitivity. Extending
the fit to −t < 0.06 GeV2/c2 would improve this significance to more than 10σ.
The ultimate precision of this approach depends on the details of the extraction.
This technique is therefore able to confirm or refute the hypothesis that the muon
perceives a proton charge radius which is 0.04 fm smaller than that perceived by the
electron.
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Figure 10: These plots attempt to show the sensitivity of the experiment by com-
paring the statistical uncertainties with a naive estimate of the size of the potential
effect. The points are shown with a central value that represents the ratio in cross
section between a proton with radius 0.88 fm and a proton with radius 0.84 fm. This
is purely illustrative since the linear approximation cannot be expected to extend
beyond −t > 0.02 GeV2/c2.

4.2 Backgrounds

4.2.1 Production of π+π−

Pion backgrounds can be of concern since pions and muons have similar mass and,
at the energies of interest here, are both minimally ionizing and therefore behave
similarly in most detectors. In addition, pions decay almost exclusively to muons.
The most notable sources of π+π− pairs are from the decay of the ρ0 (770) and
from Primakov production. The total cross section for ρ0 production is 10 µb, which
is significantly larger that the Bethe-Heitler muon cross section of interest in this
experiment.

This background can be rejected on an event by event basis using a combination
of the muon detector and kinematics. If all 4% of the pions that decay before
the detector are tagged as muons in the muon detector, this would give a pion
contamination in the muon yield of 0.03% [19]. The invariant mass of the ρ0 is
significantly higher than the Bethe-Heitler pairs of interest, a cut on M2

ll would also
remove almost all of the ρ0 contribution.

The polarization of the beam will further help to check for and eliminate pions
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FIG. 18. Left: estimated count rates for µp elastic scattering for the conditions described in the text.
Squares are for the 210 MeV/c data, triangles are for the 153 MeV/c data, and circles are for the 115
MeV/c data. Right: Projected cross sections with uncertainties for 30 day runs at each beam momentum.
Points are the same as in left panel. For simplicity, we show the data all lying on the curve expected if the
form factor is linear and reflects an rms radius of 0.84 fm, divided by the similar projection for a radius
of 0.88 fm. Note that since the form factor ratio is taken to be linear, the cross section ratio is quadratic.
But the approximation that GE = 1�Q2r2/6 starts to fail in the Mainz data around 0.02 GeV2, as shown
in Fig. 3.

is about three times smaller than the rate of scattering from hydrogen. This is also due to the
thinness of the end caps in the beam.

4. Scattering from Upstream Detectors

The thickness of the upstream detectors leads to a significant scattering rate from them. These
events are easily removed at the analysis level. The main issue is if they generate too many
triggers for the DAQ to handle. In our GEANT simulations, the rate of such events was typically
at the level of 2 kHz, which is not a problem. However, the rate depends on details of the beam
distributions, our detector geometry, and any collimation that we construct; thus we will continue
to pay attention to this issue as we continue our test measurements and detailed experimental
designs.

G. Rates

We calculated µp elastic scattering rates with several assumptions. The Kelly form factor
parameterization [17] was used. We used the beam fluxes shown in Table I, with the constraint
that we will limit the channel acceptance so that the flux at the target is no more than 5 MHz.
The target was assumed to be 0.3 g/cm2 of hydrogen. We assume 60 day runs at each setting, and
neglect ine�ciencies from detectors, triggers, computer dead time, or event analysis. The detectors
are assumed to cover 50% of the 2⇡ azimuthal angle range. The scattering angle range is 20� -
100�. This estimate is the same as that in the Technical Design Report, except for our limiting
the beam flux to 5 MHz rather than 10 MHz. The resulting elastic scattering rates are typically a
few Hz for muons and several times this for electrons due to the higher electron flux. For display
we sum the data with 5� bins and plot at the central Q2 of each bin.

Figure 18 shows the resulting count rates and uncertainties for positive polarity beam at the
three incident momenta. The µ+p elastic scattering rates are modest, and require a long run to

30

Figure 11: Figure from the MUSE proposal for µp elastic scattering [1]. Each color
represents 30 days of beam at 210 MeV/c (Squares), 153 MeV/c (triangles) and 115
MeV/c (circles).

from both of these sources. The ρ0 is produced with almost complete s-channel helic-
ity conservation meaning that in the helicity frame there is an azimuthal dependence
with the same magnitude as the photon polarization. Thus, any residual contamina-
tion in the µ+µ− signal from ρ0 could be detected by observing azimuthal modulation
in the helicity frame. Primakov π+π− and Bethe-Heitler µ+µ− are produced with
opposite sign azimuthal dependence in the lab frame. This serves as a handle on any
remaining Primakov π+π− events in the signal [19].

Given the proposed luminosity, this experiment would produce > 250 million ρ0

particles, which will allow for a very precise measurement of the degree of s-channel
helicity conservation in ρ0 production down to very low t.

4.2.2 Irreducible backgrounds

Timelike Compton Scattering (TCS) is the photo-production of a heavy, timelike
photon, which decays into a lepton pair. It is indistinguishable from Bethe-Heitler
pair production but has a much smaller cross section. The cross section is difficult
to calculate because it relies on detailed knowledge of the proton structure. Existing
calculations show that even for a large M2

ll = 5 GeV2/c2 and requiring θ > π/4
in order to emphasize the TCS contribution, the Bethe-Heitler cross section is still
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more than 10 times larger than for TCS [41]. The interference between TCS and the
Bether-Heitler process is estimated to be only a 0.07% effect on the ratio of µ+µ−

pairs to e+e− pairs at Eγ = 500 MeV and −t = 0.2 GeV2/c2 [17]. Calculations based
on Generalized Parton Distributions will be needed to estimate the contribution at
the specific kinematics of interest to this proposal.

Existing elastic electron-scattering data is subject to the effect of 2γ exchange,
where the proton may be excited internally, which affects the scattering cross section.
While this is not expected to be large on the scale of the proton radius difference,
these effects are not quantitatively understood yet. The MUSE experiment will pro-
vide data on this since it will measure scattering with positive and negative charged
beam particles, where the 2γ effects enter with opposite sign. Since the Bethe-
Heitler reaction in this proposal produces lepton pairs, which contain both charge
states, either of which could have interacted with the proton, the sensitivity to po-
tential effects from 2γ exchange with the nucleus are diminished. The Bethe-Heitler
reaction requires different QED radiative corrections to those routinely applied to
lepton scattering. It is expected that calculations of these QED radiative corrections
specific to Bethe-Heitler will be necessary before interpreting the data.

5 Summary

This proposal demonstrates that a simultaneous measurement of Bethe-Heitler pro-
duction of e+e− and µ+µ− pairs could make an important contribution towards
resolving the proton radius puzzle. A confirmation that the effect is indeed caused
by a violation of lepton universality would be of high impact and would help guide
searches for the new physics responsible. Alternatively, determining that the leptons
see the same proton radius would be a less exciting but no less valuable resolution.
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